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The “Estación de Delicias” has been the first Madrid’s monumental station after “Estación Príncipe Pío” 
and “Estación de Atocha”. 
The current  railway network isolates  the “Estación de Delicias” creating a interruption in the urban 
fabric of the neighborhood.              
North and South are disconnected and it makes an interference in the spot, making the “Parque Tierno 
Galván” accessible only from the North side.                
The RENFE local railway located in the North of the spot has a stop platform which doesn’t allow 
permeability and makes the place impassable.                  
The main aim of this proposal, including an hotel and a business center, is to revitalise this zone which 
has been abandon like an island inside the urban fabric. As previously mentioned, the current  design of 
the RENFE local railway and its stop platform have made a crack between the two parts of the city. This 
proposal is based on interconnecting the isolated zones regarding the next actions: 

- Undergrounding of the RENFE local and AVE (high-speed train) railway.                                  
- Recovery and rehabilitation.                       
- Construction of a transport exchanger whose center área is the station connected with: 

 - Local railway (Cercanías RENFE).       
 - AVE.          
 - Bus station.         
 - Underground.         
 - Parking lot for private vehicles with 900 spots. 

- Construction of an annexed park to the “Parque Tierno Galván”. This new park connects with “Parque 
Tierno Galván” and different platforms fixes the slope with “calle Ramírez de Prado”. 

- Construction of an only building which includes the business center, hotel and the entrance to the local 
train (Cercanías), AVE and underground using the station as a link between the new building and the old 
one. 

The old station is renovated and reconverted to a main transport exchanger with a tertiary use in its 
upper plant. Connecting the old building with the new one which goes into the station from the back 
with 4,5 m heigth from the ground of the station, supporting  this “tongue path” on pillars located in the 
central part of the pedestrian stops which are –7m under the current level. In this level are located the 
AVE and subway which are joined with a -4m transversal footbridge to the local train (Cercanias RENFE) 
and parking lot.                     
The ground floor of the station consist of made up of a departure and arrival lobby, ticket sales, waiting 
sectors, ticket window zone for several companies, waiting areas,  annexed comercial área, as well as 
mechanical ramp and lifts which connect with the stop platform.               
The level of the current station is the beginning level of the pedestrian street which gives access to the 
public space that is created between this building which forms into a curve to go into the old station. 
The difference in heigth is fixed by ramps and escalators.                 
This new building which joins the two levels with the local station, it is like an extension of the station, 
since it even goes into the inside of the station and it fixes the difference in heigth as well. In addition a 
park has been created with different platforms which tries to join “Parque Tierno Galvan”, “Parque del 
Bronce” and the new proposal.                
With the objective of recovering and returning its original and historical sense to the “Estacion de 
Delicias”, the new AVE and local railways are undergrounded before getting the zone avoiding getting 
fissures in the urban fabric.                
Both AVE and local train (Cercanias RENFE) railways are undergrounded. The undergrounding of the 
railways makes posible to free up land in the city and to locate the station near to a big park 
strengthening its use.                   
The new zone is revitalised by the hotel, the business center and the comercial center . The top floors of 
the comercial center get into the station with the new annexed building. 

In conclusión, the proposal is a only building which includes the building s.XIX. This building begins on 
the top and, through some movement of approaching, it is introduced in the old station, getting as a 
result a only building. The programme is developed through the proccess of getting into the old station. 
The different transport are connected underneath the old station, it has a comb shape with a cross axis 
from which the different transports depart. Therefore the different transports are disposed parallel to 
each and connected by a perpendicular axis.  
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